Underwater Motion and Activity Recognition using Acoustic Wireless Networks
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Abstract—Underwater motion recognition using acoustic wireless networks has a promising potential to be applied to the diver activity monitoring and aquatic animal recognition without the burden of expensive underwater cameras which have been used by the image-based underwater classification techniques. However, accurately extracting features that are independent of the complicated underwater environments such as inhomogeneous deep seawater is a serious challenge for underwater motion recognition. Velocities of target body (VTB) during the motion are excellent environment independent features for WiFi-based recognition techniques in the indoor environments, however, VTB features are hard to be extracted accurately in the underwater environments. The inaccurate VTB estimation is caused by the fact that the signal propagates along with a curve instead of a straight line as the signal propagates in the air. In this paper, we propose an underwater motion recognition mechanism in the inhomogeneous deep seawater using acoustic wireless networks. To accurately extract velocities of target body features, we first derive Doppler Frequency Shift (DFS) coefficients that can be utilized for VTB estimation when signals propagate deviously. Second, we propose a dynamic self-refining (DSR) optimization algorithm with acoustic wireless networks that consist of multiple transmitter-receiver links to estimate the VTB. Those VTB features can be utilized to train the convolutional neural networks (CNN). Through the simulation, estimated VTB features are evaluated and the testing recognition results validate that our proposed underwater motion recognition mechanism is able to achieve high classification accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic wireless networks have a great potential to perform passive diver activity recognition and aquatic animal classification such as regalecus glebne and jellyfish in the deep seawater environment. Although there are several image-based underwater aquatic animals classification techniques such as [1][2], underwater cameras are expensive and are susceptible to underwater conditions such as light, transparency and depth. Poor seawater transparency and night time certainly deteriorate the quality of photos and limit the performance of the underwater camera. On the contrary, acoustic wireless sensing networks are more robust than underwater cameras in austere situations such as the dark deep seawater since the wireless signal won’t be affected by the transparency of the underwater environments. Underwater acoustic wireless networks are able to perform 24 hours monitoring and avoid the influences of bad weather. Furthermore, with the communication devices that have been installed on the autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV), there is no extra cost of a hardware implementation for acoustic wireless sensing networks. In addition, the capability of wireless sensing networks has been shown in WiFi-based wireless sensing techniques. For example, wireless sensing techniques are able to perform passive motion recognition from small movements such as finger keystroke [3] to relatively drastic activities such as walking and falling activity recognition [4]

in the indoor environments. Furthermore, indoor environment independent human activity recognition is developed in [5] by minimizing the influences of environments on the input features. However, those WiFi-based wireless sensing techniques cannot be directly utilized for underwater motion recognition. Due to the complicated influences of underwater environments, accurately estimating the environment independent features is still the main challenge for underwater target motion classification using acoustic wireless networks. Velocities of the target body (VTB) that are estimated from Doppler frequency shift values by DFS coefficients can be considered as environment independent features. However, VTB estimation in the inhomogeneous deep seawater faces four problems. Firstly, when the signal propagates through the inhomogeneous deep ocean water, the signal propagation path $L(t)$ is not a straight line as shown in Fig. 1(a) but an arc as shown in Fig. 1(a) from the transmitter to the receiver. That phenomenon is caused by the fact that acoustic signal propagation speed in the underwater environment becomes smaller with deeper depth before reaching the minimum sound speed depth. As shown in Fig. 1, when the transmitter moves downwards at a constant speed, Doppler effect in the inhomogeneous underwater environment has an increasing DFS while Doppler effect in the air has a constant DFS. Thus, DFS coefficients in inhomogeneous deep seawater are different from the DFS coefficients in the air. Secondly, ambiguity exists in the VTB estimations. Doppler effects depend on both signal propagation path and path length changing speed. In inhomogeneous underwater environments, if the signal propagation path length changing speed is equal to the acoustic signal velocity changing rate, there is no Doppler effect for one transmitter receiver pair (TRP) when the target

Fig. 1: Doppler effect when transmitter moves down to the receiver at a constant speed

(a) Doppler effect in the inhomogeneous underwater environment
(b) Doppler effect in the air environment
moves. Different motion velocities may lead to the same DFS value for one TRP. Thirdly, VTB features extractions still need a suitable optimization algorithm to reduce the outliers. Fourth, if multiple transmitter receiver pairs are utilized to solve the ambiguity in VTB estimation, different receivers need to be synchronized. Time and frequency synchronization among all the receivers are important for the training data structure.

To solve the problems of underwater motion recognition, in this paper, we propose an underwater target motion recognition mechanism using acoustic wireless networks, which is able to estimate the velocities of target body components as features by dynamic self-refining optimization algorithm and underwater DFS coefficients. First, to solve the ambiguity of VTB estimation in underwater environments, multiple autonomous underwater vehicles are used as transmitter and receivers to form an acoustic wireless network in deep seawater. Signal path length changing speed cannot be the same for all TRPs with different positions of receivers. Second, time and frequency synchronization among all the receivers are achieved by M2I based underwater synchronization strategy to reduce the synchronization errors. Third, to derive DFS coefficients, we calculate the curve signal propagation path length for one TRP in the inhomogeneous deep seawater environment. When deriving underwater DFS coefficients, we take the changing sound speed and the curve signal propagation path into consideration. Then, we show that the doppler frequency shift is actually a linear combination of velocities that multiply with DFS coefficients. Those coefficients are functions of the positions of the target body when the positions of transmitter and receivers are known. Fourth, to reduce the outliers in the VTB estimation with multiple TRPs, we formulate a dynamic self refining optimization algorithm to fully utilize the entire motion procedure instead of estimating all the VTB at one time. Taking advantage of dynamic optimization is able to iteratively refine VTB based on the relations among velocities estimated from different time points, which generates fewer outliers in estimation results and emphasizes the changing pattern of VTB. Due to the doppler coefficients initialization and rough position estimation of the target body, estimated VTB cannot be directly utilized to identify the target motions. We feed the extracted VTB into a classic CNN as the training data. CNN has the capability of learning the pattern of VTB to perform motion identification. Through the simulation, we validate that the VTB features that are recovered from received data have fewer outliers and prove that our proposed underwater motion recognition mechanism can achieve high classification accuracy independent of the target location.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we derive the length and time of flight of curve signal propagation path in isogradient acoustic signal speed deep seawater. Then we derive DFS coefficients that can be utilized for VTB estimation. In Section III, we first utilize a M2I synchronization method to adjust the time clock and center frequency for different receivers. Second, we propose a dynamic self-refining VTB optimization framework to extract velocity features from the Doppler frequency shift with fewer outliers. In Section IV, we use MATLAB to simulate the received signal in the isogradient sound speed underwater environment. Then, VTB is estimated according to our proposed DFS coefficients and optimization algorithm. Finally, classification results are evaluated. Section V concludes this paper.

II. DFS COEFFICIENT DERIVATION IN ISOGRADIENT ACOUSTIC SIGNAL VELOCITY UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENT

In order to derive the DFS coefficients that can be utilized for VTB estimation, we first derive signal path length expression for one TRP by the ray-tracing method. Although underwater environments are always assumed to be homogeneous in some underwater channel modeling researches [6][7], the real propagation model of acoustic signal in the inhomogeneous ocean environments is different from the acoustic signal propagation in the air. The underwater acoustic signal speed c is affected by many factors such as salinity, seawater density and temperature [8]. The acoustic signals propagate along with a curve instead of a straight line such as they propagate in the air.

In this paper, we assume that the underwater acoustic signal propagates in the isogradient sound speed seawater which is similar to the real ocean condition. The velocity of the acoustic signal is only influenced by the decreasing gradient g and acoustic signal speed at the surface of the seawater vsurf, which can be summarized as a function of depth $c(z) = g \cdot z + v_{surf}$. In [9], the propagation of underwater acoustic signal between two nodes can be considered as an arc. According to the Snell’s law, the sound propagation meets the following equation:

$$\kappa = \frac{d\theta}{dl} = \frac{\sin \theta \cdot dc}{c \cdot dz},$$

where $\kappa$ is the curvature of the arc. $\theta$ is the angle between the tangent line at any points on this arc and the vertical z axis. l denotes the length of this arc. Accordingly, the radius $R$ of this arc can be calculated by the following equation:

$$R = \kappa^{-1} = \left| \frac{c(z_T)}{\sin \theta_T} \cdot g \right| \left| \frac{c(z_R)}{\sin \theta_R} \cdot g \right|,$$

where $\theta_T, \theta_R$ are the angles between z - axis and tangent lines at transmitter and receiver respectively as shown in Fig.2 (a). $c(z_T), c(z_R)$ are the acoustic signal speed at depth of transmitter and receiver.

As shown in Fig.2 (a), $\varphi$ is the central angle corresponding to arc $l_{GR}$. Thus, the central angle $\varphi$ can be described by using cosine theorem:

$$\varphi = \arccos \left( \frac{2R^2 - D^2}{2R^2} \right),$$

where $D = \sqrt{(x_T - x_R)^2 + (y_T - y_R)^2 + (z_T - z_R)^2}$ is the dis-
tance between transmitter and receiver. \( \varphi \) is also the angle between line RO and line TO and can be described by the slope of TO \( k_{TO} \) and slope of RO \( k_{RO} \):

\[
\varphi = \arctan \left( \frac{k_{TO} - k_{RO}}{1 + k_{RO}k_{TO}} \right)
\]

where the slope \( k_{TO}, k_{RO} \) are orthogonal to the slope of tangent lines of arc \( l_{TR} \). Receiver and transmitter are located at different depth and horizontal positions. So the slope \( k_{TO}, k_{RO} \) can be described as \( k_{TO} = -\tan \theta_{TR}, k_{RO} = -\tan \theta_{R} \). By solving the following equation:

\[
\arccos \left( \frac{2R^2 - D^2}{2} \right) - \arctan \left( \frac{k_{TO} - k_{RO}}{1 + k_{RO}k_{TO}} \right) = 0
\]

\[
\frac{2\left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right)^2 - D^2}{2\left( \frac{\partial y}{\partial y} \right)^2} = 0
\]

We firstly take \( \cos \) to all the terms in the equation and then substitute \( \theta_{T} = \arcsin \left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right) \) into equation (5). Equation solving procedures are omitted due to page limitation. Then the angle \( \theta_{T} \) can be obtained as:

\[
\theta_{T} = \frac{\pi}{2} - \arctan \left( \frac{2\left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right)^2}{\sqrt{\left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial y}{\partial y} \right)^2}} \right)
\]

where \( x_{T}, y_{T}, z_{T} \) are the coordinates of transmitter. \( x_{R}, y_{R}, z_{R} \) denote the coordinates of receiver. As shown in the Fig. 2 (a), the chord angle \( \phi_{TR} \) is the angle between arc \( l_{TR} \) and the straight line D. Angle \( \beta = \arctan \left( \frac{y_{R} - y_{T}}{z_{R} - z_{T}} \right) \) and angle \( \theta_{T} = 0.5\pi - \phi_{TR} - \beta \). Since the \( \phi_{TR} \) is the chord angle, the central angle \( \varphi \) can be calculated as following equation:

\[
\varphi = 2\phi_{TR} = 2\arctan \left( \frac{\sqrt{\left( x_{T} - x_{R} \right)^2 + \left( y_{R} - y_{T} \right)^2}}{2\left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial y}{\partial y} \right)^2} \right)
\]

Then, the total underwater transmission length for acoustic signal between transmitter and receiver can be calculated as:

\[
l_{TR} = R \cdot \varphi = \frac{c(z_{T})}{\sin \theta_{TR} \cdot g} \cdot 2\arctan \left( \frac{\sqrt{\left( x_{T} - x_{R} \right)^2 + \left( y_{R} - y_{T} \right)^2}}{2\left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial y}{\partial y} \right)^2} \right)
\]

The traveling time of signal that propagates along with arc \( l_{TR} \) cannot be calculated by dividing length by sound speed, since the acoustic signal speed varies with different depth. Traveling time can be calculated as an integration:

\[
\tau = \int \frac{dl}{c(z)} = \int_{z_{T}}^{z_{R}} \frac{d\theta_{T}}{\sin \theta_{T} \cdot g} = \frac{1}{g} \int_{\theta_{T}}^{\theta_{R}} [\sec \theta_{T} + \tan \theta_{T}]
\]

The doppler effect is caused by the signal propagation path length changing speed and signal propagation speed according to \[10\]. According to the classic doppler effect model, doppler effect can be described as \( f_{DFS} = f_{0} \frac{c(z)}{c(z_{T})} \) when the velocity difference between transmitter and receiver is much smaller than signal propagation speed, where \( f_{D} \) is the original frequency. This \( \Delta v \) can be regarded as the signal propagation path length changing speed due to the assumption that the source is moving towards or away from a receiver with constant speed. Since the underwater transmitter and receiver are the AUVs and could be considered as roughly static, the only thing that changes the signal path length is the motion of target as shown in Fig. 2 (b) where target body moves from location \( B(t-1) \) to the location \( B(t) \). Transmitted signals encounter the target body and then are reflected towards the receivers. Underwater doppler effect is significantly different from the doppler effect in the air as shown in Fig. 1 due to two reasons. First, as we explained above, the signal propagation path is not a straight line but an arc. Second, in the air, the signal velocity can be considered as a constant. However, in the isogradient acoustic speed seawater, the acoustic signal velocity changes with different depths. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, when the transmitter moves vertically downward to the receiver in the air at a constant speed, the doppler frequency is a constant as shown in Fig. 1(b). The doppler frequency in the isogradient deep sea water is increasing even with a constant transmitter moving speed as shown in Fig. 1(a). The reason is that the acoustic signal speed becomes smaller when transmitter moves downward in the isogradient sound speed seawater. It is noteworthy that only the sound velocity at the location where motions happens affects the doppler effect. When acoustic signals that are actually mechanical wave propagate through other space in the seawater which are not involved in the target motions, the frequency \( f = \frac{g}{g} \) will not change.

In this paper, we consider the receivers and transmitters as static in a short time when they collect data. In addition, we also assume that there is no surface reflection and bottom reflection in the deep seawater. Then, the doppler frequency caused by the motions of the target can be calculated as a function of \( t \):

\[
f_{d}(t) = f \cdot \frac{v_{path}}{c(z)} = f \cdot \frac{dL(t)}{dt \cdot c(t)}
\]

where \( L(t) = l_{TR} + l_{BR} \) is the total path length which combines the path length from transmitter to target body and path length from target body to the receiver. According to the equation (8), the total path length can be calculated as:

\[
L(t) = l_{BR} + l_{BG}(t)
\]

\[
= c(z_{B}) \cdot 2\arctan \left( \frac{\sqrt{\left( x_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - x_{R} \right)^{2} + \left( y_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - y_{R} \right)^{2}}}{2\left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right)^{2} + \left( \frac{\partial y}{\partial y} \right)^{2}} \right)
\]

\[
= c(z_{B}) \cdot 2\arctan \left( \frac{\sqrt{\left( x_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - x_{R} \right)^{2} + \left( y_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - y_{R} \right)^{2}}}{2\left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right)^{2} + \left( \frac{\partial y}{\partial y} \right)^{2}} \right)
\]

where \( \theta_{BT} \) denotes the angle between z axis and the tangent line of arriving signal from transmitter to target body at the location of target body. \( \theta_{BR} \) denotes the angle between z-axis and the tangent line of reflected signal from target body to receivers respectively at the location of target body. \( v_{x}, v_{y}, v_{z} \) are the velocity of target motion along x-axis, y-axis and z-axis. The expressions of \( \sin \theta_{BR}, \sin \theta_{TR} \) are really complicated due to the \( \theta_{T} \) expression. Let’s denote a sub function \( u(t) \):

\[
u_{BR}(t) = \frac{g \left[ \left( x_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - x_{R} \right)^{2} + \left( y_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - y_{R} \right)^{2} \right]}{\left( 2\left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right)^{2} + \left( \frac{\partial y}{\partial y} \right)^{2} \right) \cdot \left( \left( x_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - x_{R} \right)^{2} + \left( y_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - y_{R} \right)^{2} \right)} + \frac{g \left[ \left( x_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - x_{R} \right)^{2} + \left( y_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - y_{R} \right)^{2} \right]}{\left( 2\left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial y} \right)^{2} + \left( \frac{\partial y}{\partial y} \right)^{2} \right) \cdot \left( \left( x_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - x_{R} \right)^{2} + \left( y_{B} + v_{B} \cdot t - y_{R} \right)^{2} \right)}
\]

Then the term \( \frac{c(z_{B})}{\sin \theta_{BR} \cdot g} \) can be further derived as:
\[
c(z_a) = \frac{\sin \theta_{RB} \cdot g}{\sin \theta_{RB} + g}
\]

\[
c_{L} = \frac{g}{\sin \theta_{RB} \cdot g} \cdot \sqrt{1 + \frac{\lambda_{RB}}{\lambda}}
\]

\[
x_{TB} = \frac{f}{c(t)} dt = \frac{a_{x}v_{x} + a_{y}v_{y} + a_{z}v_{z}}{\Delta(t)}
\]

where \( \Delta(t) = \frac{f}{c(t)} \) denotes the acoustic signal wavelength at the location where target motions happen. In this paper, locations of transmitter and receiver are known, x-axis DFS coefficient \( a_{x} \) can be calculated as following equation:

\[
a_{x} = \frac{x_{TB} - x_{S}}{\sqrt{(x_{TB} - x_{S})^2 + (y_{TB} - y_{S})^2}}
\]

\[
a_{x} = \frac{y_{TB} - y_{S}}{\sqrt{(x_{TB} - x_{S})^2 + (y_{TB} - y_{S})^2}}
\]

\[
a_{x} = \frac{z_{TB} - z_{S}}{\sqrt{(x_{TB} - x_{S})^2 + (y_{TB} - y_{S})^2}}
\]

where \( x_{TB}, y_{TB}, z_{TB} \) are the coordinates of target body at the location where target motions happen. The y-axis DFS coefficient \( a_{y} \) has a similar expression:

\[
a_{y} = \frac{y_{TB} - y_{S}}{\sqrt{(x_{TB} - x_{S})^2 + (y_{TB} - y_{S})^2}}
\]

\[
a_{y} = \frac{z_{TB} - z_{S}}{\sqrt{(x_{TB} - x_{S})^2 + (y_{TB} - y_{S})^2}}
\]

\[
a_{y} = \frac{z_{TB} - z_{S}}{\sqrt{(x_{TB} - x_{S})^2 + (y_{TB} - y_{S})^2}}
\]

\[
a_{y} = \frac{z_{TB} - z_{S}}{\sqrt{(x_{TB} - x_{S})^2 + (y_{TB} - y_{S})^2}}
\]

A. M2I Assisted Underwater Synchronization

As we mentioned in Section I, we utilize multiple receivers and one transmitter to solve the ambiguity of VTB estimation. Time and frequency synchronization should be performed among different receivers.

Time and frequency synchronization should be performed among different receivers.

\[
\Delta f_{i,j} = \frac{f_{i,j} - f_{i,j}}{k} = \Delta f_{i,j} = 1 - \frac{f_{i,j} + \epsilon_{j}}{k}
\]

where \( \Delta f_{i,j} \) is the average clock drift of \( j \)th receiving AUV to the master AUV, \( k \) is the frequency multiplier. \( f_{i,j} \) is the estimated frequency of beacon signal with local oscillator of \( j \)th slave AUV. \( f_{i,j} \) is the operating frequency of \( j \)th slave AUV and \( f_{i,j} \) is the oscillator frequency of master node. \( \epsilon_{j} \) is the frequency estimation error.

The time synchronization error for \( j \)th receiver can be calculated as:

\[
\epsilon_{j} = \epsilon_{j} \left[ \frac{P_{1,j}}{B} + \frac{d_{1,j}}{v} + \sum_{j=1}^{J} \left( \frac{P_{1,j} + P_{1,j}}{B} + 2d_{1,j} \right) \right]
\]

where \( P_{1,j} \) and \( P_{1,j} \) are the total packet length delivered from the master node to the slave node and packet length from the slave node to the master node respectively. \( B \) is the bandwidth, \( d_{1,j} \) is the distance between the master node and the slave node, \( v \) is the propagation speed of the signals used for synchronization. \( \epsilon_{j} \) is the frequency estimation error.

According to the above two equations, the time synchronization error and frequency synchronization error of M2I mainly depend on the bandwidth, signal propagation speed and frequency multiplier of M2I. M2I has a obviously larger bandwidth, faster transmission speed and bigger frequency multiplier which is necessary for undersea communication.
synchronization method. Thus, M2I assisted synchronization for underwater wireless sensing networks has a smaller both time synchronization error and frequency synchronization error.

B. Dynamic Self-Refining Optimization for VTB Estimation

After synchronizing different receivers and extracting doppler frequency shift values from the received data, the most important step is to estimate the velocities of the target body. In a certain type of motion of the target body, different parts of the target body actually move at different velocities, which causes different doppler frequency values in the frequency domain. The amplitude of doppler frequency indicates the reflection attenuation from those parts to the receivers. As we mentioned, there is an ambiguity between doppler frequency and the velocities of the target body. For example, as shown in equation (10), the doppler frequency shift is equal to the signal propagation path length changing speed over the acoustic signal speed. It is easy to find a situation that the path length becomes longer at a direction where the acoustic signal speed decreases. This situation may introduce an unchanged doppler frequency shift although the target is moving. Furthermore, different path length changing speeds may lead to the same doppler frequency shift due to the fact that the underwater acoustic signal speed changes with different depths.

To solve the ambiguity between VTB and DFS value, we take the advantages of multiple J receivers which are actually AUVs to form a deep water wireless sensing network. With the receivers distributed at different positions especially at a different depth, the path length of signal propagation has different changing speeds with the same velocities of target motion. To briefly explain, different positions of receivers introduce the different values of \( \theta_{BR} \). According to the expression of \( a_x, a_y \), different horizontal positions of receivers lead to the different values of \( a_x, a_y \). Furthermore, with the same horizontal positions, DFS values still can be distinguished by receivers at different depth. With receivers at different depth \( z \), the same \( z \)-axis velocity \( v_z \) can cause different values of DFS according to the expression of \( a_z \).

**Algorithm 1 Dynamic Self-Refining VTB Optimization**

**Input:** Doppler frequency shift profile \( D = \{D_1, D_2, ..., D_N\} \)

**Output:** \( V = \{V_1, V_2, ..., V_N\} \) velocity profile of human body components

1: initialize the linear coefficients profile \( A_{11}, ..., A_{J1} \)
2: for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) do
3:    perform \( \min_y \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{J} ||A_j^i V_m I(A_z^i) - D_j^i||_2^2 \)
4: for \( m = 2 \) to \( i+1 \) do
5:    for \( j = 1 \) to \( J \) do
6:        \( A_{ji} = [f_1(x_{m+1}, y_{m+1}), f_2(x_{m+1}, y_{m+1}), f_3(x_{m+1}, y_{m+1})] \)
7:        \( y_{m+1} = \sum y_{m+1} + \Delta t \cdot \{v_{x_{m+1}} \cdot \Delta t + v_{y_{m+1}} \cdot \Delta t \} \)
8:        end for
9:    end for
10: end for
11: end for
12: end for

The underwater wireless networks contain one transmitter and multiple receivers. Before performing target motion identification, AUVs first localize each other and the target body. AUVs are assumed to know position of themselves and keep static. We consider \( K \) as the total number of parts of target body which can caused the doppler frequency shift. This \( K \) is also the total number of doppler frequency bins that can be extracted from frequency domain for one TRP at one time point. The number of resolution in frequency domain can be calculated by \( \frac{C}{f_\text{TRP}} \).

Localization of target body could only give us the rough estimations of positions of different parts. We cannot know which part of human body corresponds to which doppler frequency shift. Thus, we propose a dynamic self-refining VTB estimation optimization algorithm. In the proposed optimization algorithm, we utilize an insight of target motion. To illustrate, the doppler coefficients \( a_x, a_y, a_z \) are the functions of target body position when the transmitter and receivers are considered as static. The velocity \( V_t(k) = [v_x, v_y, v_z] \) at time \( t \) can be estimated by following equation:

\[
\min_y \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{J} ||A_j^i V_m I(A_z^i) - D_j^i||_2^2
\]

where \( I \) is the identity matrix. \( V_t \) contains the \( K \) kinds of estimated velocities.

\[
V_t = \begin{bmatrix}
v_x & \cdots & v_x \\
v_y & \cdots & v_y \\
v_z & \cdots & v_z \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

And \( A_j^i \) contains doppler coefficients:

\[
A_j^i = \begin{bmatrix}
a_1^i & a_1^i & a_1^i \\
a_2^i & a_2^i & a_2^i \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
a_K^i & a_K^i & a_K^i \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( D_j^i \) is a \( K \times K \) diagonal matrix contains \( K \) DFS values for \( j \)th TRP at time \( t \). \( A_i^n = [a_x^n, a_y^n, a_z^n] \) are the DFS coefficients for \( j \)th TRP at time \( t \).

If the time interval between two consecutive received signals is small enough, then we can reasonably assume that all parts of the target body will keep the same direction and the same velocity \( V_t \). Therefore, the DFS coefficient \( A_{t+1} \) of next time point can be obtained as shown in algorithm 1 step 7 and step 8 where \( f_1, f_2, f_3 \) denote the DFS coefficients functions that are described in equations (15)(16)(17) for \( j \)th TRP. By adding the newly obtained DFS coefficients \( A_{t+1} \) into optimization framework, all the velocities from \( i = 1 \)th to \( i+1 \)th are re-estimated. Then, the newly obtained are used \( v_t \) to update \( A_i \). Utilizing newly obtained \( v_t \) to predict \( A_{t+1} \) and estimate the velocity of \( k \) part of target body again. With more DFS coefficients at different time points added to the optimization problem, the estimated accuracy would be more accurate. In addition, the wavelength \( \lambda(z^i) \) could also be refined with the newly obtained positions of the target body. With more accurate estimated velocities, the DFS coefficients \( A \) will be more valid. Iteratively performing proposed velocity optimization lets the velocities \( V \) be more accurate. Furthermore, the velocity changing pattern becomes more smooth with fewer outliers. All the procedures are described in Algorithm 1. Although the time complexity of the proposed algorithm 1 is \( O(n^3) \), the total calculation time is affordable. The number of transmitter receiver links and the number of VTB features are often limited.
Fig. 3: Underwater diver activity recognition using acoustic wireless networks

IV. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Before embarking the simulation results, we first illustrate the underwater environments simulation setup using MATLAB. The situation for underwater target motion identification is considered as the deep inhomogeneous seawater. According to [8], the deep seawater environment can be modeled as the isogradient acoustic signal speed environment where the sound speed decrease with depth increases at a constant gradient. We assume the sound speed at the surface of seawater $v_{su} = 1470\text{m/s}$ and the sound speed decreasing gradient $g = 0.03$. The total number of receivers is 10, that is, the total number of TRP $J = 10$. We applied wavelet transformation to convert the received signal into the frequency domain. Compared with short time fourier transformation (STFT), discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) is able to achieve high resolution in both time and frequency domain. The $k = 20$ means that the target body may have 20 different velocities during the motion. The time period for a certain type of motion is defined as 5 seconds. The time resolution of DWT is defined as 0.1 second and the VTB can be assumed as constant during this small period. All the receivers and the transmitter are located from 91 meters to 181 meters in depth.

Before collecting data, all the AUVs perform time and frequency synchronization. Frequency synchronization mitigates the carrier frequency offset. Time synchronization is more important for AUVs. In the underwater environment, the sound speed is lower than the speed of EM signal in the air. The acoustic signal propagation path length is also longer than the signal path length in the indoor environment. Those two facts lead to a larger time delay of received signals. The training data can be collected immediately when the target motion starts in the indoor environment. However, AUVs need to calculate the corresponding time delays to choose the beginning time and the ending time for training data. Local time clocks need to be synchronized for different AUVs to ensure they utilize the same length of received data that only describes the target motion. Otherwise, the length of training data may be different and the training data may contain the time period without motion.

To summarize the procedures of simulation, first, we simulate the received signals according to our proposed channel model and doppler frequency model in Section II. The second step is to select the time period of the received signal when the motion happened. Third, DWT is performed to extract the doppler frequency shift from received data. In the fourth step, the doppler frequency shift is fed into the dynamic self-refining VTB optimization framework to generate the VTB. Finally, we train the CNN with VTB and test our proposed motion recognition mechanism. It is noteworthy that the same motion happens at different locations to generate VTB features. The testing data is the VTB that is generated by target motion in different locations from the training locations.

The whole underwater wireless sensing scenario can be described in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5, VTB estimations at a time point are performed with different types of optimization algorithms and different DFS coefficients. The target motion is defined as the human lifting and laying arms in the underwater environments as shown in Fig.3. Since most parts of the human body keep static, most points of VTB are around zero velocity as shown in Fig.4 and Fig. 5. When lifting arm upwards and laying arm downwards, different parts of the arm have different velocities. Compared with Fig.4, the VTB estimation results in Fig.5 have more outliers and larger values of $v_z$ due to the one-time optimization and wrong DFS coefficients. Our proposed DSR optimization framework considers the relations between adjacent VTB values and iteratively self refines both DFS coefficients and VTB values, which make the VTB estimation smoother. With fewer variations in VTB values, CNN is easier to find the pattern hidden in VTB along with the time to achieve high recognition accuracy.

When training the CNN classifier, we define 4 different motions which are lifting hands, pushing, sweeping and drawing circles. To simulate the received signal caused by those 4 types of motions, 5 points move at different speeds represent the motion of the human arm. For example, 5 points move at different angular velocities but at the same absolute speed when the diver is drawing circles. After each time interval, we update the positions of points. Then, we simulate the received signals according to the proposed model in Section
II. It is noteworthy that we add additive Gaussian noise to the received signals to simulate the real noise in the underwater environments. We generate 2100 samples for different types of motions. In addition, the samples are generated in 3 different locations. In each location, we generate 700 samples. For each sample, it contains data collected from 50 times points, 10 transmitter receiver pairs and 20 different body components. In other words, we generate a data set that has $4 \times 2100 \times 50 \times 20 \times 10 = 8.4 \times 10^7$ as our input training features.

We test our trained classifier in 3 different situations as shown in Fig. 6 to illustrate the influences of unsynchronized wrong DFS coefficients, and our proposed underwater DFS coefficients. In Fig. 6(a), we input the testing data collected from unsynchronized receivers. All the receivers have different local time clock. Therefore, data collected from different receivers are not caused by the motions happen at the same time, which leads to the low accuracy of classification results. Although the testing accuracy increases with high signal to noise ratio (SNR), the average classification accuracy doesn’t reach 90 percent.

As shown in Fig. 6(b), we use the DFS coefficients when signals propagate in the air and one-time optimization which estimates the VTB values of a period at one time. As we explained, using DFS coefficients in the air will make the velocity along z-axis $v_z$ larger than the real values. Estimating all VTB values at one time could lead to more outliers, which makes the VTB changing pattern ambiguous. Even the training data are generated with the DFS coefficients in the air and the one-time estimation, the classification accuracy is still low when SNR value is small.

Finally, we test our proposed underwater target motion classification mechanism using derived underwater DFS coefficients $a_x, a_y, a_z$ and proposed DSR optimization. DSR optimization produces fewer outliers in VTB values and estimates VTB values that are more similar to the real velocities by considering the relation between two sets of DFS coefficients at consecutive times for a certain TRP. As shown in Fig. 6 (c), our proposed underwater recognition accuracy could achieve high accuracy even with relatively low SNR values. When SNR increases, the average classification accuracy could reach 97 percent. The classification results show that our proposed DFS coefficients in the inhomogeneous deep seawater and dynamic self-refining optimization have the capability of performing the accurate estimation of VTB features.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a target motion recognition mechanism using acoustic wireless networks in inhomogeneous deep water environments. First, we derived the length of signal propagation path in the isogradient sound speed underwater environments where signals propagate along with an arc to figure out DFS coefficients. Second, with derived DFS coefficients, we developed a dynamic self-refining optimization algorithm to estimate the VTB from doppler frequency shift, which has more accurate VTB estimation results and reduces the outliers of VTB estimation. Finally, we tested our proposed target motion recognition mechanism through MATLAB simulations. VTB estimation results are evaluated to verify the advantages of our proposed DSR optimization algorithm. Classification testing results showed that the underwater target motion can be identified with high accuracy.
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